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THE GAUSS MAP FOR KÄHLERIAN SUBMANIFOLDS OF R"

MARCO RIGOLI AND RENATO TRIBUZY

Abstract. We introduce a Gauss map for Kahler submanifolds of Euclidean

space and study its geometry in relation to that of the given immersion. In

particular we generalize a number of results of the classical theory of minimal

surfaces in Euclidean space.

1. Introduction

Let Af be a Kahler manifold of (complex) dimension s, f: M —> R" an
immersion into the «-dimensional Euclidean space and indicate with GS(C)

the Grassmann manifold of complex s-planes in C . We define the complex

Gauss map

yj: M -» Gs(Cn)

by assigning to each point p e M the complex s-space dfp(TpM(°'X)) where,

as usual, PpAP0,1' denotes the subspace of (0, 1) vectors of the complexified

tangent space of Af at p, and dfp is linearly extended over C.

The relevance of yÇ in the study of the geometry of the submanifold Af

relies on its manifest relation with the Kahler structure of M itself and in what

follows we analyze some of the aspects of the problem. Towards this aim the

tensors defined below play a relevant role.

Let /: M —> A, A a Riemann manifold, be a smooth map and interpret

df as a section of the bundle TM* ® /~ ' TN. Indicating with V the natural

induced connection, let V df be the generalized second fundamental tensor of

the map. Considering the complexified cotangent bundle of Af, with the usual

procedure, V df can be split into different components according to their types.

We indicate with Vdfip'q), the (p, q) component (p + q = 2, 0 <p, q < 2)
and call the map /, (p, q)-geodesic if and only if V dßp>q) = 0 on Af.

The notion of (1, 1)-geodesic maps has been recently introduced in the lit-

erature under various names (pluriharmonic maps, circular maps [R, U, D-G,

D-T, D-R]) and carefully studied, in case A is a complex manifold, as a bridge

condition between harmonicity, characterized by the equation tr V df = 0, the

trace being taken with respect to the metric on Af, and holomorphicity. Indeed

for / an isometry, indicating with JM and Jn the almost complex structures
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of Af and A respectively, holomorphicity of / is expressed by the system

Vdf(X, Y) + Vdf(JMX,JMY) = 0,

Vdf(X, Y) + JNVdf(X,JMY) = 0

for each pair X, Y of vector fields on M [D-T]. Obviously the first equation

is nothing but V dfix • 0 = 0, that is, the definition of (1, l)-geodesic map.

Clearly any (1, l)-geodesic map is harmonic and, somehow surprisingly, the

converse is also true under some circumstances. For instance, Dajczer and

Rodriguez, [D-R] proved that
(1.1) for an isometric immersion f:M—>R", (1, l)-geodesk is equivalent

to minimality of f.
(For another result in this direction see §3.)

On the other hand, we know the existence of minimal surfaces in R2m which

are not holomorphic curves with respect to any complex structure in R2m . In-

deed the case where Af is a Riemann surface reveals itself to be special as the

following further results of [D-T] show. Let CQ(C) be a complex space form

of constant holomorphic sectional curvature c, f: M —» CQ(C) an isometric

immersion dime M = s then:

(1.2) for c<0,s>l,fis minimal if and only if f is ± holomorphic.
(1.3) for c>0,s>l,fis(l, l)-geodesk if and only if f is ± holomorphic.

where here and in the sequel with + and - holomorphic we respectively mean

holomorphic and antiholomorphic.

With the above definition of complex Gauss map we prove

Theorem 1. Let f: M —> R" be an immersion and yÇ its complex Gauss map.

If f is (1, l)-geodesk then y^ is - holomorphic.

Remarks. 1. In the theorem we do not assume / to be an isometry and in

general harmonicity of / does not imply (1, 1)-geodesic, for instance, let

/: C2 —► R5 be defined by /: (x, y, u, v) —>• ((x2 - y2)uv, x, y, u, v).

2. For 5 = 1 clearly / is (1, l)-geodesic if and only if / is harmonic and

in this case the above result has been proven in [J-R].

Let Hs(Cn) be the space of (complex) 5-dimensional isotropic subspaces of

C" or equivalently the space of P-structures of R" of (real) rank 2s. Having

made the trivial observation that if / is conformai then yÇ factors through

HS(C) c GS(C") as a consequence of ( 1.1 ) and the fact that HS(C) is a Kahler
holomorphic submanifold of GS(C) we have

Corollary 2. Let f: M —► R" be an isometric immersion. Then yÇ: M —>

//S(C") is - holomorphic if and only if f is minimal.

Remark. In case 5=1, HS(C") is the complex quadric Qn-2 and Corollary 2

extends a result of Chern [C].
Somewhat dual to Theorem 1 is the following:

Theorem 3. Let f:M-*R" be an immersion and yÇ its complex Gauss map.

If f is (2, 0)-geodesk then yÇ is holomorphic. In case f is an isometry the

two properties are in fact equivalent.
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We observe that in case / is an isometry, (2, 0)-geodesic has been analyzed

by Ferus [FI], who has described / as a symmetric immersion. It is well known

that in this case for s = 1, f: M —>Rn is a totally umbilical surface.

The next result characterizes holomorphicity of / via yÇ and complements

(1.2), and (1.3) in case c = 0 and s > 1.

Theorem 4. Let f:M—> R2m be a minimal isometric immersion and yÇ: Af —»

Hs(C2m) be its complex Gauss map. Then f is holomorphic with respect to some

complex structure J on R2m if and only if y^AM) is contained in some complex

Grassmannian of s-planes inside Hs(C2m).

Remarks. 1. For 5=1, Theorem 4 recovers the Calabi-Lawson result for

minimal surfaces in R2m reported in [L].

2. From Theorem 1.1 of [D-R], a sufficient condition to guarantee that y£(Af)

is contained in some Grassmannian in Hs(C2m) is that the type number t(p)

of / at p satisfies t(p) > 3 for all p e M.
The use of yÇ in the study of the geometry of /: M —> R" has also suggested

the following Bernstein's type result. Consider yÇ as a map into GS(C) and let

A be a fixed s-plane in C" . Let ( , ) denote the C-linear symmetric bilinear

form from R" .

Theorem 5. Let f: M —> R" be a minimal isometric immersion of a parabolic

manifold such that its complex Gauss map yÇ satisfies |(yÇ, A)\2 > e for some

e > 0. Then f(M) is contained in a 2s-plane of R" .

Having analyzed the behaviour of yÇ with respect to holomorphicity it is

natural to investigate the weaker property of harmonicity. In this case the

guideline result is the Ruh-Vilms theorem, [R-V], asserting that for an isomet-

ric immersion / into R" the usual Gauss map y^: Af —» G2s(R"), (the real

Grassmannian of 25-planes in R"), is harmonic if and only if / has parallel

mean curvature vector H.

Assume that /: Af —► R" is an isometric immersion so that V df coincides

with II, the usual second fundamental tensor, and let 11// denote the inner

product of II with H.

Theorem 6. Let f: M —> R" bean isometric immersion and yÇ: Af -» HS(C") c

G5(C") its complex Gauss map. Then

(i) yf  is harmonic as a map taking values in GS(C) if and only if H is

parallel and II$'2) = 0.

(ii) yÇ is harmonic as a map taking values in HS(C") if and only if H is

parallel and II^'2)(A, Y) = 0 for all pairs X, Y of vectors orthogonal with

respect to the hermitian product in M.

Remarks. 1. Observe the two different conclusions according to considering yÇ

respectively as a map into GS(C) and into HS(C").

2. For 5=1, that is when Af is a surface, the second condition in (ii) is

vacuous. This agrees with the Ruh-Vilms theorem and the fact that HX(C) =

G2(R") = Qn-2 ■ If yCf harmonic, from the work of Yau [Y] we have that either

/: M —► R" is a minimal surface or it is a constant mean curvature surface in

R3 or Sl or a minimal surface in some sphere in R" .
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Analogously to Remark 2 above we have

Corollary 7. Let f: M —* R" be an isometric immersion of a Riemann surface

and consider yÇ as a map into GX(C) = CPn~x. Then yÇ is harmonic if and

only if either f is minimal or f is minimal in some sphere of R" . In particular

for « = 3 if f is not minimal, then f(M) is a piece of the standard 2-sphere

in R3.

Some other strong consequences related to Theorem 7 are given in §3 in case

Af is a hypersurface.

2. Preliminaries and first properties of yÇ

To describe the geometry of R" we consider the transitive action of the

group of rigid motions E(«) = SO(n) x R" on it and describe the Euclidean

space as the homogeneous manifold E(n)/SO(n), where the isotropy subgroup

is computed at the origin 0. From now on we fix the index conventions 1 <

i, j, ••• <s, I <u, v , ■■■ < 2s, 2s+l<a,ß,--<n, I < A, B, •••<«.
Indicating with (<p, 6) the Maurer-Cartan form of E(«), its components

<p$, 6A satisfy

(2.1) 9b + 9a=0

and the structure equations

(2.2) ddA = -cpihdB,        dtpAB = -cpA:Ntp(¡.

Thus given any local section o of the bundle

(2.3) tt:E(«)^R",

the metric ds^ on R" can be written as

(2.4) ¿52„=£>*(0Y
A

where from now on we will systematically drop the pull-back notation it being

clear from the context where forms have to be considered. Thus from (2.1) and

(2.2) we deduce that the cpfs are the Levi-Civita connection forms correspond-

ing to the orthonormal coframe {dA}.

Let M be a Kahler manifold of (complex) dimension 5. Then the Kahler

structure of M is naturally described by a unitary coframe {<p'} of (1, 0)-type

1 -forms giving the metric

(2.5) ds2M = J2(PJ^J
j

with ~ denoting complex conjugation, and the corresponding Kahler connec-

tion forms co'j characterized by the property

(2.6) co'j + w\ = 0

and by the structure equations

(2.7) dtp' = -cok A <pk .
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The Kahler curvature forms QJk are determined by the second structure equa-

tions

(2.8) dco[ = -co{ A cok + Cl{

and satisfy the symmetry relations

(2.9) cil+ÏÏkj=0.

In what follows we will be interested in the Riemannian structure determined

by the metric (2.5), underlying the Kahler one. Thus if we set

(2.10) cpj = pJ + ips+J

(2.11) co{=pJk + ipsk+J,

(2-12)                             4 = till >        4+k = ~ßsk+i,

the p>, ps+J 's give an orthonormal coframe for (2.5) whose corresponding Levi-

Civita connection forms are determined by (2.11), (2.12) and by (2.6)-(2.8).

Analogously setting

(2.13) Qfj = Mk + iM]+k ,

(2.14) Mk = M£k,        MJ+k = -M^.

The M" 's defined in (2.13), (2.14) together with skew symmetry, coincide with

the corresponding curvature forms. Thus letting R"wz be the coefficients of the

Riemann curvature tensor determined by

(2.15) M^ = \Ruvwzpwhpz

we have that, in addition to the usual symmetry relations, they have to obey

those derived from (2.14). Observe that from (2.8) the complex structure Jm

on Af is determined by the requirements

(2.16) JMpk = -ps+k,        J2M = -id

and (2.12) are equivalent to the parallelism of Jm with respect to the Levi-

Civita connection.

Let /: M2s —» R" be an immersion and let (e, /) be a Darboux frame along

/, that is, (e, f) is a smooth function (e, f) : U c M —► E(«), U open, with

the property

(2.17) (e,f)*da = 0.

We set

(2.18) (e,fTdA=BAp"

for some smooth, locally defined, functions BA so that from (2.17) we have

(2.19) 5° = 0.

Observe that since / is an immersion the matrix (B%) is nonsingular.

With respect to the considered Darboux frame the coefficients, BAV , of the

generalized second fundamental tensor V df are defined by

(2.20) dBA - BApl + BBu<pA = B^PV ,        BAV = B¿'VU '
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and remark that using (2.19) in (2.20) we obtain

(2.21) Bauvp" = 5>«.

The coefficients BAVW of the covariant derivative of V df are given by the
formula

(2.22) dBuv - Bwvp™ - Buwpy + BuvcpB = Buvwpw .

Formula (2.20), its exterior derivative, and use of the structure equations give

O yw RA      = RA RA      - RA     4- RA Rz
v^-Z'-'/ "uvw      Dvuw 1 Dwvw      Duwv  ' Dz 1Kuvw

which can be considered as generalized Codazzi equations.

Using the definitions given in § 1 we have that / is ( 1, 1 )-geodesic or (2,0)-

geodesic respectively when

(2.24) Bfj + Bf+is+j = 0,        BA+j - Bf+ij = 0,

or

(2-25) B¡j - Bs+is+j = 0,        Bis+j + Bs+lj = 0.

By (2.22) and (2.24), if / is (1, l)-geodesic then,

(Z.ZO) -"//tu + "s+is+jw ~ v ' "is+jw ~ "s+ijw = ^ >

and analogously for /  (2, 0)-geodesic from (2.22) and (2.25).

Let GS(C") be the complex Grassmannian of 5-planes in C" .   Then the

complex Gauss map yÇ: Af -> GS(C") can be defined by

(2.27) ycf : p - [(Bux + iB?+l)eu ,...,(B« + iB^s)eu]   at p.

Let y? indicate the homogeneous representation of yÇ given by

ff = (B"x + iB?+x)eu A ••• A (B? + iBu2s)eu

and set

ff(k) = (B\ + iB?+l)eu A • • • A (Bf_x + iB»+k_,)eu

A (fi«+1 + iBus+k+x )eu A • • • A (B? + iB"2s)eu .

Then using (2.21), (2.20), (2.19) and (2.12) we compute

(2.28) dff = ipk+kff + (-l)k+{(BAv + iB?+kv)pveA A ff(k)

and therefore from (2.10)

dff = ipk+kff+x2(-l)k+x

(2.29) • {[BAj + Bf+ks+J + i(BA+kj - BAks+])W

+ [Bkj - Bf+ks+j + i(B?+kj + BAs+J)W}eA A ff(k).

Since / is an immersion, (2.24), (2.25) and (2.29) prove Theorems 1 and 3.
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Lemma 2.1. Let f: M —> R" be a (I, l)-geodesk immersion of the Kahler

manifold M into Rn and let y9: Af -> GS(C") be its complex Gauss map. Fix

an s-plane A in C" and consider the smooth function |(yÇ,^)|2. Then the

following formula holds on the open set where (yÇ, A) ^ 0.

(2.30) Alog\(ycf,A)\2 = 2Rks+kjs+j.

Proof. First of all recall that given a real function a on Af, the unitary coframe

of (2.5) and the corresponding Kahler connection forms, the Laplace-Beltrami

operator on a, Aa, is computed as follows. Set

da = üjcpi + a-W       (aj = äj)

and define a T via the formula
jk

daj - akco) = ajkcpk + a0k

then

Aa = 4akl.

For a > 0, to compute A log a we make use of the formula

(2.31) Aloga =-Aa - \\Va\2.
a a2

Observe that the function |(yÇ, A)\2 is defined independently of the homo-

geneous representatives yÇ and A respectively of yÇ and A. From (2.29),

and since /is (1, l)-geodesic, (that is, (2.24) holds), we have

d(ff , Ä) = (-l)k+x(eA A ff(k), À)(BAj + iBf+kjW + i(ff , À)pk+k

from which we immediately deduce

(2.32)   d,{7f' A)]2 - (-l)k+l^A^^(k),A)(yf,A)(BAj - iBf+kj)tpi

mod(ip').

According to our procedure we have to compute the (0,1) part of

A = d{(-l)k+x (eA A yj(k), A)(y) , A)(BAS - iBf+kJ)}

- (-l)k+x(eAA}J(k), A)(yCf,A)(BAt - iBA+kt)co).

Using (2.11), (2.12), (2.22), (2.21), (2.20), (2.24), (2.23), (2.26) and the extra
symmetries of the Riemann tensor of M due to (2.14), after a long computa-

tion, we obtain

A = {x2\(yj, A)\2(Rks+kjs+t - iRks+kjt)

+ (-l)k+x(-l)l+x(eAAy<f(k),A)(eBAyf:(l),A)

• (K - iBf+kj)(B?, + iBf+i,)W    mod (/).
Therefore

A\(yCf,A)\2 = 2\(yCf,A)\2Rks+kjS+]+4

and (2.30) follows from (2.32) and (2.31)

Y,^ANff{k),A)(B^-iB^kj)
A,k,j
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Remark. The function Rks+kjS+j is an average of the holomorphic bisectional

curvatures.

Observe that in case / is an isometry we can choose the coefficients BA in

(2.18) to be ôA so that from (2.21), the B°v are precisely the coefficients of

the second fundamental tensor II. In this case the Riemann curvature of M is

related to II by the Ricci equations, that is,

(2.33) Ruvwz = BUWBVZ — BUZBVW

From (2.33), in case /is (1, 1)-geodesic, it follows immediately that

(2.34) 2Rks+kjs+J = -\Il\2.

Hence under the assumptions of Theorem 5 from (2.30) we have that

log |{yÇ, ^4)|2 is a superharmonic function bounded below and therefore con-

stant. From (2.30) and again (2.34) we conclude that II = 0, that is, / is

totally geodesic completing the proof of Theorem 5.

3. Isometric immersions

Let HS(C") be the space of 5 (complex) dimensional isotropic planes of C" .

We now briefly describe its geometry. First of all observe that given any point
q e HS(C"), that is, given any 5 dimensional isotropic subspace of C" we can

find a basis for it of vectors of the form ak + ias+k with the au 's orthonormal

vectors of R". Then SO(n) transitively acts on HS(C") in an obvious way.

Fix as an origin in HS(C) the point

0 = [ex +iss+x, ... , ss + ie2s]

where {e^} is the canonical basis of R" . Then HS(C") is realized as the

homogeneous space SO(n)/U(s) x SO(n - 2s) where the isotropy subgroup is

computed at 0. Let cp be the Maurer-Cartan form of SO(n) (consistent with
the notation for the Maurer-Cartan form of E(«) in §2). Then the quadratic

form

(3.1) Q = ¿>«)2 + i J>¿ - Ô2 + (<pÍ+k + cp^)2
a,u j<k

descend to a Riemannian metric dsH on HS(C) via local sections of the bundle

(3.2) ñ:SO(n)^Hs(C").

In particular a (local) orthonormal coframe on HS(C) is given by the forms

(3.3)
0)«° = ^,      <^- = IK-0>      <°ik+ = ï«nc + f?J)>     J<k-

With the aid of (3.3) we introduce an almost complex structure Jh by defining

as a local basis for the ( 1, 0) forms

(3.4) pJa = coJ° + icos+ja,        pjk = cojk- + icojk+ ,        k<k.

Proposition 3.1. The almost complex structure Jh is symplectic and integrable

so that Hs(C") is a Kahler manifold.

Proof. This amounts to showing that the Kahler form corresponding to the

unitary coframe (3.4) is closed and that the ideal (3.4) generates is a differential

ideal. This is immediately verified with the use of the structure equations (2.3).
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It is not hard to see that with this complex structure the inclusion

i: HS(C") - GS(C)

is a holomorphic isometric immersion. Corollary 2 follows from this and the

assumption that / is an isometry.

Let us now consider the isometric immersion /: Af —> R" so that

(3.5) BA = 5A,        2C = 0

and in standard notation

(3.6) Bauv = /&

are the coefficients of the second fundamental tensor II.

We now characterize, via yÇ, those isometric immersions /: M —> R" , with

n = 2m , which are holomorphic with respect to some complex structure / on
R2m , that is, such that

(3.7) Jodf = dfoJM

Fix holomorphic (local) coordinates z; = Xj + iy¡ on M such that Jm is the

canonical complex structure associated to the complex manifold Af (Newlander
and Niremberg [NN]), that is,

Jm
_d_

dx,

d

dyj'
Jm

d

dyj

d

' dXj

Considering the canonical coordinates on R2m , (3.7) is then equivalent to

(3 8) jdf _df
(3-8) Jdx--°y~j'

As a consequence / is holomorphic with respect to J on R2m if and only if

y9: M —> Hs(Cn) can be written in the form

(3.9) ff'-P Ël + ijïL ... ?L + ij°L
dx\ dxx '       ' dxs dxs

at p.

Let  Hj  be the subset of Hs(C2m)  of all the elements of the form  [vx +

iJvx, ... , vs + iJvs] with vkLVj, Jvj , k / j, vk ^ 0, for each k.
Clearly / is holomorphic with respect to J if and only if

(3.10) yf(M)CHj.
To give Hj a differentiable structure, we fix the almost complex structure Jo

on R2m whose matrix representation in the canonical basis {e^} of R2m is

given by

/0 -L 0 o   \
0 0 0

0 0 0 -/„

V o i    o i   Jm_, i      o   /
with Ir the r by r identity matrix. Observe that if we let 0(2m) act on Hj

in the obvious way, then there exists A e 0(2m) such that AHj — Hj0. Indeed

let A be an element of 0(2m) such that

xJoA = J
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whose existence is guaranteed by the fact that the almost complex structures on

R2m are parametrized by the homogeneous space 0(2m)/U(m), then

A[vx + iJvx, ... ,vs + iJvs]

= [Avx + iAJ(A~xA)vx, ... , Avs + iAJ(A~xA)vs]

= [Avx + iJ0Avx, ... , Avs + iJoAvs].

It is therefore enough to give a differentiable structure to Hj0. Towards this

aim observe that if A e 0(2m) then AJo = JqA if and only if A e U(m) so
that AHj0 = Hj0 if and only if A e U(m). One verifies that the action of
U(m) on Hj0 is transitive. Fix as an origin in HjB the point O given by the

isotropic 5-plane

[ei + iJ0ex, ... ,es + iJ0es] = [et + ies+l, ... ,es + ie2s]

then the isotropy subgroup of O is given by U(s) x U(m - s) and Hj0 =

U(m)/U(s) x U(m - s) is the Grassmannian of complex 5-planes in Cm pro-

viding a proof of Theorem 4.

Given the isometric immersion /: Af —> R" and the Darboux frame (e, f)

along / observe that we have the commutative diagram

E(«)

HS(C"

where the maps n and ñ have been defined above and F means forget the R"

bit, that is F:(e,v)^e. It therefore follows from (3.3), (2.12), (3.6), (2.21),
(2.33) that

(3.11) yj*(ds2H) = -Ric(M) + 2sIIH

where Ric(Af ) is the symmetric Ricci 2-form of M and II// = (II, H) for

H = J-trII, the mean curvature vector of the isometric immersion. From

(3.11) we therefore obtain the following:

Proposition 3.2. Let f: M -> R" be an isometric immersion and yj: M —>

HS(C") is complex Gauss map. Then any two of the following properties imply
the third

(i)   M is Einstein,

(ii)   / is pseudo-umbilical, that is, II// is a multiple of dsM,

(iii)   yj is weakly conformai.

Remarks. 1. Proposition 3.2 is the analogue of Theorem 1 in Obata [O] relative

to the usual Gauss map y/-: Af —» G2s(R").
2. From (3.11) by the definition of the third fundamental form III of /,

we have III = ycf*(ds2H). Define the volume of y9 at p e M to be

o(p,f)^^{det(Kvhavw))x'2
<-2j
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and let i(p, f) be the Chern-Lashof, [C-L], total curvature at p . Then, using

the work of Férus [F2], r(p, f) < a(p, f) equality holding if and only if at
least one of the following conditions is satisfied:

(1) the first normal space of / at p is of (real) dimension < 1,
(2) 5=1, and H(p) = 0,
(3) III is singular at p ,
(4) yÇ is not regular at p .

We recall that realizing the real Grassmannian G2s(Rn) as

SO(n)/S(0(2s) x 0(n - 2s)),

where the isotropy subgroup is computed at the origin O - [ex, ... , e2s] of

G2s(R"), then for the usual Gauss map y¡: M -> G2s(Rn), with respect to a

Darboux frame (e, f) along /, we have

vdyf = hauvwevew®Eua

where {Eua} is dual to the coframe {cp„} realizing the Riemannian structure of

G2s(R") and h%vw are the coefficients of the covariant derivative of II. In the

isometric case, the h„vw coincide with the B%vw of (2.24). As a consequence

yf is (1, 1)-geodesic if and only if

ha   +ha   ■     =0 = ha      - ha
"■uij   '  "■us+is+j       "      ,luis+j      "■us+ij

and this is immediately verified to be equivalent to

V^'^O.

We have therefore proved

Proposition 3.3. Let f: M —> R" be an isometric immersion of a Kahler mani-

fold into Rn and let yf: M —► G2s(Rn) be its usual Gauss map. Then IT ' ' is

parallel in the normal bundle if and only if yf is (1, l)-geodesk.

Corollary 3.4. Let f: M —> R" be an isometric immersion of a Kahler manifold
into R" . If yf is (1, I)-geodesic and the mean curvature vector H of f is zero

at one point, then f is minimal and yÇ is - holomorphic.

Let f:M—>R" be an isometric immersion and (e, f) a Darboux frame

along /. To simplify notation we set

Ek = ek + ies+k ■        E_k - ek - ies+k

so that the homogeneous representation of yÇ given in §2 becomes

^ = £|A---A£S

and (2.28) can be rewritten as

dff(X) = Y,ExA---AEk_xA II(A, Ek) A Ek+X A • • • A Es.
k

This can be immediately checked observing that (dEk , £Ly) = 0 for each k, j,

where ( , ) is the Hermitian inner product; that is, the derivatives of (0, 1 )-

vectors are of the same type. To compute the tension field of yj considered
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as a map into GS(C) we introduce the following notation. For v e C" let vk

denote

vk = Ex A ■ • • A Ek_x A v A Ek+X A • • • A Es.

Then the covariant derivative V dy'j is given by

(VxdyCf)(Y) = Vx(dyCf(Y))-dyCf(VxY)
s

= YJVx(H(Ek,Y))k-dyCf(VxY)
k=l

s

= £Mn(£*, r) + (v^ii(^, F), E-i)E-i}k
k=\

s

+ Y, {(VxEj,Ek)II(Ek, Y)Y-dyf(VxY)
j,k=i

where with V1- we have indicated the connection in the normal bundle of the

isometric immersion /. Choose now the Darboux frame (e, /) and the vector

field F on Af such that at the point p e M, Vek = 0 and VF = 0. Then at
p we have

(3.12) (Vxd7f)(Y) = Y,{^U(Ek,Y) + (VxIl(Ek,Y),E-i)E.i}k
k

so that,

2s

(3.13) T(yC(p) = Y,(VeudyCf)eu = 0
u=l

if and only if the following two conditions are satisfied

V¿II(£/t, eu) = 0   for each A:,

5^(II(£fc , Et), II(£_,, Ej)) = 0   for each k,j.
t=\

Using Codazzi equations the first is easily seen to be equivalent to

(3.14) V-L/Y = 0

while the second, using Gauss equations, is equivalent to

s

(3.15) £<*(£* , Et)E-t, Ej) = IIH(Ek , Ej).
t=\

Observing that for a Kahler manifold R(Ek, Et) = 0 we have achieved the
proof of part (i) of Theorem 6. To show (ii) observe that since HS(C) is

isometrically immersed into GS(C) the projection of the tension field (3.13)

in the tangent space of HS(C) will give the tension field of yÇ considered as

a map into Hs(Cn). On the other hand the tangent space of HS(C") at some

point p is generated by all vectors of the form vk  where either v = ea or
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v = E-i, i / k . We therefore conclude that yÇ is harmonic in HS(C) if and

only if Vx/7 = 0 and
s

J2(R(Eu, Et)E-t, Et) = HH(Ek , Ei),        fc # i,
z=i

from which we easily deduce the validity of (ii) completing the proof of Theo-

rem 6.
To prove Corollary 7 from Theorem 6 we have that yÇ : M —> CPn is har-

monic if and only if V^H — 0 and

(II(Ei,Ex),II(Ex,E_x)) = 0.

If H t¿ 0, since II(2si,2i_i) is a nonzero real multiple of H, we have

II(^i, Ex)±-H. Therefore II// is a multiple of the metric of the surface and

thus, from [Y] or [R-T], / is minimal in some sphere of R" . In particular for

« = 3 and H ^ 0, since II// is a multiple of the metric, f(M) has to be a

piece of the standard 2-sphere.

Theorem 3.5. Let f:M—>R" be an isometric immersion of a Kühler manifold

and yj: M —> GS(C) be its complex Gauss map. Then yj is (l,l)-geodesk if

and only if the following two conditions are satisfied.

(i)   V±II(1'" = 0,

(ii)   (II(°'2',II(''1)) = 0.

Proof. By definition yÇ is (1,1 )-geodesic if and only if

(Vxdycf)Y + (VjMxdyCf)JMY = 0

for each pair of vector fields X and Y on Af. From (3.12) this is equivalent

to

(3.16) VxlI{Ek , Y) + VJMXII(Ek ,JMY) = 0,

(3.17) (II(Ek,X),II(Y,Ei)) + (II(Ek,JMX),II(JMY, E,)) = 0.

Using Codazzi equations and Gauss equations similarly to Theorem 6 it is
easy to see that (3.16) and (3.17) are respectively equivalent to (i) and (ii) of

the theorem.

Corollary 3.6. Let f: M —► R" be a Kahler isometrkally immersed hypersurface

and assume that yÇ: Af —> GS(C") is (1, l)-geodesk. Then either f is (1, 1)-

geodesk or (0, 2)-geodesk.

Proof. Observe that from Theorem 3.5 (ii)

(II(Ek , Ej), II(E-j, Er)) = 0   for each k, i, j, r.

Therefore if / is not (1,1 )-geodesic for some j, r the real vector

II(.E_y, Er) + II(Ej, E-r) is nonzero at each point p e M (since V^ir*1 ' '' = 0)

and as a consequence II(Ek , E¡) = 0.
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